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This article contains the spiritual facts (realities) I was given prophetically on the above date.

These have been ‘The Word’ for me as they come from “the word of God” to me.
The facts are on page one. The source quotes are on page 2, so it is clear where they came from.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOURCE FILE: “33b-See Me As Your Prototype”i

1. Rick Joyner’s prophetic book ‘The Path’1 accurately conveys Father’s heart to us.ii

2. In these days we are being prepared for the future dark times.iii

3. Father focuses on our potential, not our failures.iv

4. Jesus of Nazareth is the prototype we are being modelled on.v

5. Everyone needs to know the truth that he’s our prototype.vi

6. Our King is producing a company of glorious end-time people.vii

7. We are to live out of Heaven onto the face of the Earth.viii

8. We are to rule and reign with our King in the present time.ix

9. Church is not what we do, it’s who we are.x (‘Church’ is a Latin term chosen by Roman Catholics)

10. We are his ekklesia.xi (That’s the NT Greek term)

11. Don’t reject the new things our King is doing and releasing to us.xii

12. Everyone needs to know that they are to flow with the King, nothing else.xiii

13. Oneness with the members of the Trinity needs to become a reality for all of us.xiv

14. Oneness is essential for our survival and for his victory in the days that are ahead of us.xv

15. Christians have marked time for too long, making very little progress for the Kingdom and restricting
what our King can achieve on the Earth.xvi

16. We have been too focused on religion and living a comfortable life, instead of being active for the
Kingdom.xvii
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i – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/33b-See-Me-As-Your-Prototype.pdf 

ii – “'The Path' is accurate and expresses my heart to my people in these days of preparation for the 
darkness.”

iii – “'The Path' is accurate and expresses my heart to my people in these days of preparation for the 
darkness.”

iv – “Yes, you failed many, many tests, but I see beyond these to your potential. That’s how I work with 
people – I look for and at their potential.”

v – “You are correct in seeing me as your prototype. Well done. Please continue to tell others this vital 
truth and learn to live and operate like me…It is vital – I say vital for it’s imperative nature– that you 
copy me.”

vi – “You are correct in seeing me as your prototype. Well done. Please continue to tell others this vital 
truth and learn to live and operate like me.”

vii – “It’s critical for your survival and the rise of my end-time church. My glorious ones must come to 
this truth (fact) and get out of their religious ideas of just following my teaching in a church 
environment.”

viii – “Learn to live out of the heavenly realm and operate onto the face of the Earth as Ian [Clayton] 
teaches.”

ix – “Your job is to rule and reign for me – through me and me through you.”

x – “Get this and get it good. Get it deep down inside you so that it’s your lifestyle. Church is more than 
meeting on Sunday. Church is who you are – my ‘called out ones’, my ekklesia.”

xi – “Get this and get it good. Get it deep down inside you so that it’s your lifestyle. Church is more than 
meeting on Sunday. Church is who you are – my ‘called out ones’, my ekklesia.”

xii – “All the new things are not to be spurned, rejected or treated with suspicion.”

xiii – “Tell them to flow with me and not their spouses and friends.”

xiv – “Oneness at this stage must become a reality. Oneness is not only the way our lives are to be, 
oneness is for survival in the days ahead and for victory.”

xv – “Oneness at this stage must become a reality. Oneness is not only the way our lives are to be, 
oneness is for survival in the days ahead and for victory. Victory of my purposes and of my Kingdom’s 
advancement is essential.”

xvi – “We have ‘marked time’ for too long in your cushy lifestyle and religious ways. It’s time for action 
– real,genuine action of Kingdom style.”

xvii – “We have ‘marked time’ for too long in your cushy lifestyle and religious ways. It’s time for action 
– real,genuine action of Kingdom style.”
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